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10.1  Introduction 
Postwar Japan’s rapid output growth has been characterized by  a high level 
of  investment exceeding 30% of gross national product for almost all years. 
The extent to which this sustained investment boom has been brought about 
by  the Japanese corporate tax  system is a very  important issue for policy- 
making and deserves full analytical treatment. This paper attempts to cast the 
various aspects of  the Japanese corporate tax system in the mold of modem 
investment theory with adjustment costs and to evaluate the role of tax incen- 
tives in the postwar capital accumulation of Japanese manufacturing. 
Economic theory tells us that investment is governed by  the cost and the 
benefit of  incremental capital stock. Financial rate of return and taxes deter- 
mine the cost of  capital, while the benefit is the profitability of  capital that 
depends on market opportunities and technology. The contribution of Hall and 
Jorgenson (1971) to neoclassical theory lies in  showing exactly how  taxes 
influence the cost of capital, whereas the essential feature of the Q theory of 
investment is that the determinants of  investment can be summarized by  a 
single index (called the “tax-adjusted Q”) that combines the cost and benefit 
of  capital. In order to understand the high level of investment in Japan, it is 
necessary to analyze the relative importance of  the cost and the profitability 
of capital and the effect taxes have on them. 
The basis of the Japanese corporate tax system is the Corporation Tax Law. 
In  its treatment of  depreciation accounting, inventory valuation,  and some 
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accruals, it does not differ qualitatively from its U.S. counterpart. One pecu- 
liarity of the Japanese system is that the corporate enterprise tax paid in the 
previous accounting year is tax deductible. Further elaboration of  the Japa- 
nese corporate tax  system is  found in  the Special Taxation Measures Law, 
which encompasses scores of tax breaks. The most important of these is prob- 
ably the prevalent tax-free reserves. The Special Taxation Measures Law lists 
dozens of reserves and specifies the maximum amount that can be deducted 
from income and credited to the reserves. The law also provides for additional 
depreciation over ordinary depreciation, called “special depreciation.” Special 
depreciation is easily accommodated in standard models of  investment with 
or without adjustment costs. However, it is less obvious that the other major 
feature of the Special Taxation Measures Law, the tax-free reserves, can also 
be incorporated into the cost of capital and the tax-adjusted Q. In section 10.3, 
we  demonstrate this, building on the expression for the value of  a firm ob- 
tained in section 10.2. A rigorous derivation of the valuation formula is given 
in  appendix A. Section 10.3 also discloses a close connection between the 
tax-adjusted Q and the cost of capital for the model that includes adjustment 
costs. In section 10.4, we calculate the tax-adjusted Q for the Japanese man- 
ufacturing sector and evaluate the impact of taxes on investment. Section 10.5 
is a brief conclusion. 
10.2  ‘Ihxes and the Valuation of a Firm 
Our task in  this section is  to incorporate various aspects of  the Japanese 
corporate tax  system into a standard model of  a firm’s value-maximization 
problem. The next section will derive a one-to-one relationship between the 
investment-capital ratio and Q adjusted for various tax parameters. For the 
most part, we will ignore personal taxes and the financial side of  the firm. 
Modifications of the investment-Q  relationship that are necessary if those fac- 
tors are considered will be discussed at the end of section 10.3. Thus for the 
time being we will consider a 100% equity-financed firm whose investment 
finance comes from retained profits. The notation will be rather complicated 
because of  the many tax parameters. A glossary of  symbols is provided in 
appendix B. 
Consider a firm in period 0 whose objective is to maximize its market value, 
which is the present value of its net cash flow: 
where C(0,t) = (1 +rO)-l(l  +r,)-l . . . (1 +r,-])-I  is the discounting factor 
at time 0 for a cash flow t periods hence (so, if the discount rate is constant at 
r,, then C[O,r]  reduces to [  1 +  r,] -I),  r, is the discount rate in period r, T,  is 
gross pretax profits (sales minus variable costs), Ti  is corporate taxes, Q, is the 297  Taxes and Corporate Investment 
price of investment goods, and Z, is the quantity of investment. Under Japa- 
nese tax law the following are the major items that are deductible from cor- 
porate income:’ 
According to the financial statements filed 
by  corporations with the Ministry of  Finance, virtually all corporations em- 
ploy either the straight-line or the declining-balance method of depreciation. 
In addition to the ordinary depreciation, the Spe- 
cial Taxation Measures Law lists asset types for which additional depreciation 
is permitted for the first year (and for some assets, for several succeeding 
years). Since the cumulative amount of  depreciation is unchanged, special 
depreciation amounts to deferred tax payments. 
Currently, for certain types of equipment, cor- 
porations can choose between a special first-year depreciation of 30% and a 
tax credit of  7% of the acquisition cost. Since the amount of the investment 
tax credit is negligible relative to total investment expenditure, we  will ig- 
nore it. 
The amount of  enterprise tax paid in the previous ac- 
counting year can be deducted from the current year’s income. As seen below, 
the deductibility of the enterprise tax significantly reduces the “effective” cor- 
porate rate. 
The Corporate Tax  Law and the Special Taxation 
Measures Law list a host of  tax-free reserves that can be deducted from in- 
come. For most reserves, the amount deducted must be added back in to the 
next year’s income. In the formulation below we assume this is the case for 
all tax-free reserves.2 Thus tax-free reserves, another vehicle by which corpo- 
rations may defer tax payments, are essentially a one-year interest-free loan 
granted by  the government. The existence of tax-free reserves will influence 
firm behavior if the size of the interest-free loan depends on the firm’s action. 
The reserve for retirement allowances, the largest tax-free reserve, may not 
at first glance seem to conform to this assumption of adding back in full to the 
next year’s income. Let R, here be the balance at the end of  period t of the 
reserve for retirement allowances, X, be the amount credited to the reserve, 
and Y,  be the amount withdrawn from the reserve. This Y,  equals actual sever- 
ance payments during period r and this must be added back to income for tax 
purposes. According to the law,  for most of  the corporations in Japan, the 
maximum tax-free amount that is creditable to the reserve (call that XJ  is the 
smaller of either (a)  the change over the year in the hypothetical total sever- 
ance pay that the firm would have to pay if  all its employees were to retire (b) 
the difference between some specified amount (currently set at 40%  of  the 
hypothetical total severance pay in [a])  and R,- , -  Y,. Unless the reserve in the 
previous year (R,- J is extraordinarily low, due, for example, to a mass exodus 
of employees, the second criterion is the relevant one because of  the factor of 
40%. The tax benefit derived from the existence of  the reserve results from 
the decrease in taxable income, which equals X,‘ -  Y,. Under (b)  this equals: 
1. Depreciation allowances. 
2.  Special depreciation. 
3.  Investment tax credits. 
4.  Enterprise tax. 
5. Tax-free reserves. 298  Fumio Hayashi 
Xrf -  Y,  = (40% of the hypothetical severance pay) - (Rr-, -  Y,) -  Y, 
= (40% of the hypothetical severance pay) -  Rr-,, 
which shows that it is not rational for the firm to let X,,  the actual amount 
credited to the reserve, exceed X: ,  the legal ceiling on the amount deductible. 
If it did allow X,  to exceed Xrf  ,  the amount deductible in period f  + 1 would 
be less by  (X,-X:). Thus it is reasonable to suppose that X,f  = X,.  Two con- 
clusions follow from this result. First, the decrease in taxable income X: -  Y, 
equals X, -  Y,, which equals R, -  R,_  ,  ,  which is equivalent to the assumption 
we made above: the firm can deduct from current income the entire amount R, 
but that RIP,  must be added back in full. Second, R, equals 40% of the hypo- 
thetical severance pay. 
The variable that determines the maximum amount to be deducted from 
corporate income and credited to the reserve depends on the reserve. For ex- 
ample, for the reserve for retirement allowances it is the hypothetical sever- 
ance pay, and for the bad debt reserve it is the amount of receivables. We  will 
divide the various tax-free reserves into two groups. The first group is com- 
posed of employment-related reserves whose maximum allowable amount is 
a function of the wage bill. The second group consists of those reserves whose 
maximum allowable amount is a function of certain other variables pertaining 
to the firm. We  will assume that these variables are a function of the “size” of 
the firm represented by the reproduction cost of the firm. 
The expression for the tax payment TI  that incorporates these features of 
Japanese tax law is 
(24  TI = (u, + v1) x  (taxable income), 
(2b)  taxable income = T, -  DEP, -  Sr-,  -  (R, -  R,-,), 
(2c)  S, = v, X  (taxable income). 
Here, S,  is the corporate enterprise tax and v,  is the corresponding tax rate. T, 
is the total amount of corporate taxes for period t, including the national and 
local corporate tax and the enterprise tax. The overall tax rate is thus u,+ v,. 
In the expression for taxable income, R  is the maximum amount to be de- 
ducted from income and credited to the tax-free reserves in period t.3  DEP, is 
the sum of ordinary depreciation and special depreciation. This can be writ- 
ten as 
m 
DEP, = CW,  t-~)~,-x~,-x,  (3) 
where the depreciation formula as of  t-x,  D(x, t-x) includes special depre- 
ciation. 
It is shown in appendix A that the expression for the value of the firm under 
equations (I), (2a), (2b), (2c), and (3) can be written as 
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m 
V, = CC(O,  r){(l -T,)T,  -  (1 -z:>a,l, + [T,-T,+JU  +~,IIR,I 
(4)  r=O 
+ Ah  -  T,(R-~ -  S.-l), 
where 
m 
(5)  Y, = CCC~,  t+n)(ur+"+vr+")(-vr+l)(-vr+*) . . .  (-~r+~-l), 
"=  1 
which equals 
(5')  Y, = (ut + vJ(1  +  + VJ 
if 
u,+,  = u,,  v,+,  = vr,  I,+. = r,  for n 2  1, 
and 
(6)  7, = u, + V, -  YrVrr 
m 




m  m 
Ah  = C{C(O,  07,[2:D(x,  -x)~-,~-,]}. 
Some of  these rather formidable expressions are standard: z:  represents the 
present value of tax savings arising from depreciation allowances on one yen 
of new in~estment,~  while Ah  is the present value of  all assets purchased in the 
past. 
Other expressions are new but easy to interpret. The effective tax rate T  is 
not simply the sum of u and v because of the tax deductibility of the enterprise 
tax. A one-yen increase in the current enterprise tax results in a tax saving of 
u + v yen in the next accounting year. But part of the tax saving, v,  which is 
the amount of reduction in the next year's enterprise tax, gives rise to a tax 
increase of  v(u +  v) in the year after next. This, in  turn, brings about a tax 
saving of  v2(u +  v)  in the following year, and so forth. The expression (5')  for 
y is the present value of this tax change on one yen of  the current enterprise 
tax, and the expression (6) for the effective tax rate T takes this into account. 
This term is rather important: if  u = 40%,  v = lo%, and r = 5%, its value 
is about 43%.  That is, for every yen of the enterprise tax paid, the firm recov- 
ers 0.43 yen in the present value sense. 
The  third  term  in  the  braces  in  expression  (4)-[7,  -  T,+ J( 1 +  r,)]R,- 
represents a subsidy in the form of  an interest-free loan through tax-free re- 
serves. By  deducting the amount R, in period f, the firm can reduce the cor- 
porate tax in period t by  T,R,. Since that amount R, must be added back to 
r=o  x= 1 300  Fumio Hayashi 
income in period t + 1,  the resulting tax increase in period t + 1 is T,+  lRr.  The 
term [T, -  T,  + I/(  1 +  r,)]R,  is the present value of that change  in the stream of corpo- 
rate tax. 
represents a liability to the government in period 0 due to the tax-free reserves 
and the enterprise tax incurred in the previous period (period -  1  ). The enter- 
prise tax paid in the previous period of s-,  entitles the firm to claim a tax 
rebate of  T~S-,.  On the other hand, the amount credited to the tax-free re- 
serves in the previous period of R-  I  must be added back to current income, 
which increases current corporate tax by T~  R -  I. 
The expression (4) for the value of the firm neatly divides the effect of taxes 
(the present value of T, in [l])  into two components. The first component can 
influence the firm’s action from period 0 on. It is represented by  T,,  z,’, and 
[T, -  T,, ,/( 1 +  r,)],  which constitute tax  incentives for the firm. The second 
component, represented by the last two terms, A;  -  T~(R  -  , -  S-  is given 
to  the firm in period 0. It is an invisible asset to the firm, and its value is 
invariant regardless of the behavior of the firm from period 0 and on. 
The last term in expression (4) for the value of the firm, -  T~(R  -  - S-J, 
10.3  The Tax-Adjusted Q and the Cost of Capital 
We  now  derive a one-to-one relationship between investment and  Q ad- 
justed for various tax parameters for the value-maximizing firm. Assuming 
that the firm is a price taker, gross pretax profits (before deduction of account- 
ing depreciation) can be written as 
(9)  T,  = P,F(K,, L,, 1,) -  WJ,, 
wherep is the output price, F is the production function, K is the capital stock, 
L is labor input, and w is the wage rate. Adjustment costs are incorporated 
here because output is assumed to be inversely related to investment, that is, 
dFld1 < 0. “Bolting down” new machines is a resource-using activity; as the 
quantity of investment increases, a larger fraction of capital and labor has to 
be directed to the investment activity, which results in lower output. 
As we indicated in the previous section, the tax-free reserves are divided 
into employment-related reserves (RL) and other reserves (RK). The former 
depends on the wage bill (wL)  while the latter are a function of the reproduc- 
tion cost of the firm (aK): 
(10)  R, = RL,(w,L,) + RK,(a,K,). 
The firm is assumed to maximize its value, given by  the expression (4), 
subject to the capital accumulation constraint 
(1  1)  K,  = (l-8)Kr-l + I,. 301  Taxes and Corporate Investment 
Since the last two terms in the expression (4) are predetermined at time 0, the 
value maximization is equivalent to maximizing the first term subject to equa- 
tion (1  l).  That is, the firm is assumed to maximize 
+ [~,--,+~/(l  +r,)l[RL,(w,L,)  +RK,(a,K,)I), 
subject to equation (1  1). Letting C(0,  t)A, be the Lagrmge multiplier for (1 l), 
we obtain the following first-order conditions: 
-  A,  + (1 -  8)Ar+J(1  +r,) = 0, 
The last condition yields 
where 
This w*  allows for the reduction in wage rate induced by  the employment- 
related tax-free reserves. 
If  there are no adjustment costs, so that aFlaI  = 0, then we  have, from 
(1  3b), A,  = (1 -  z,’)a,.  Thus from (1  3a) we obtain the familiar condition that 
the marginal product of capital equals the cost of  capital: 302  Fumio Hayashi 
The second term on the right-hand side of equation (17) represents the reduc- 
tion in the cost of capital arising from the capital-related tax-free reserves. It 
is easily seen that, if the tax-free reserve RK is ignored, and if  static expecta- 
tions a,+ , = a, and z,’+, = z’, are assumed, then equation (17) reduces to the 
familiar expression for the cost of capital: (1 -  z,’)a,(r,  +  S)/[(  1 -  ~,)pr].~ 
We  now reintroduce adjustment costs. Noting that the optimal labor input 
is a function of w*/p and solving the condition given in (13b) for investment, 
we obtain the investment-Q relation 
This Q is referred to as the tax-adjusted Q.  It is the real value of  the gap 
between the shadow price of capital A  and the effective price of  investment 
goods [(  1  -z‘)a], grossed up by the corporate tax rate. We  note from equation 
(18) that optimal investment also depends on the adjusted real wage w*/p.  It 
is clear from the derivation of this optimal investment rule that if the produc- 
tion function F in equation (9) has the separable form F(K,  L, r) = G(K,  L) 
-  C(Z, L),  the optimal investment rule does not involve the real wage rate. 
There is a simple connection between the tax-adjusted Q and the cost of 
capital. By definition, the cost of capital c satisfies the conditions 
-  (1 -  Z,’)U,  + (1 -  S)( 1 -  z,’+  ,)a,+  ,/( 1  +  r,) = 0. 
Subtracting equation (20) from (13a) we obtain 
(21)  (1 -  7,)p,W,/dK, -  c,) - [A, -  (1 -  zJaJ 
+ ~~-~~~~,+l-~~-~~+l~~r+ll~~~+~J  = 0. 
This can be solved for A, -  (1 -  z:)a,  as 
(22)  A,-(l  -.,‘)a,  = CC(t,s)(l -SP-,(l  -~,)p,(dF,/dK,-c,). 
That is, the tax-adjusted Q is the present value of the gap between the mar- 
ginal product of capital and the cost of capital. Thus, in the model with ad- 
justment  costs,  the  cost  of  capital  continues to  be  an  important  channel 
through which taxes influence investment. 
As shown in Hayashi (1982), the shadow price of capital A in the expression 
(19) for the tax-adjusted Q can be made observable if we assume that (1) the 
firm is a price taker and (2) the environment represented by  the production 
function is linearly homogeneous. In the present situation, this latter homo- 
m 
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geneity assumption must include the assumption that RL and RK in equation 
(lo), the maximum tax-free  accumulation  of reserves,  are also linearly ho- 
mogeneous in their respective variables, namely, that 
and 
(23b) 
Under this set of assumptions it seems obvious that the maximized value of 
expression  (12) (which is the first term in  [4]) is proportional  to the initial 
capital stock (1 -  6)K-,.  Therefore, the marginal value of capital A,  is equal 
to the average value of capital 
Thus the tax-adjusted Q as defined in equation (19) is connected to the value 
of  the firm. Furthermore, under the homogeneity assumption the investment- 
Q relation becomes 
This yields a new result showing that the connection between the tax-adjusted 
Q and the value of the firm involves tax-free reserves and the enterprise tax in 
the previous year. 
Until now we have assumed that there is only one kind of capital. The theo- 
retical model can allow for other kinds of capital provided that there are no 
adjustment costs associated with investment in these other assets. It is fairly 
straightforward to show that the marginal value of the first asset (with adjust- 
ment costs) is given by equation (23) if the market value of other assets (which 
equals their reproduction cost because there are no adjustment costs for those 
assets) is already subtracted from V,.  In our empirical implementation in the 
next section, the first asset is depreciable assets (buildings,  structures, and 
equipment), while the other assets consist of land and inventories. 
We close this section by briefly discussing the issue of investment finance. 
We have assumed an equity-financed firm that finances investment by retained 
profits. Thus the discount rate r is equal to the expected equity return and the 
value of the firm is the total equity value. How should we modify the expres- 
sions for the tax-adjusted  Q? The following  results  concerning  the  invest- 
ment-Q relation have been obtained in Hayashi (1985) for a model of a firm 
with adjustment costs under uncertainty and with personal taxes in which div- 
idends are taxed more heavily than capital gains: (1) the investment-Q relation 
can be derived when at least part of incremental investment is financed either 304  Fumio Hayashi 
by retained profits or by  new equity; (2)  if new equity is used for investment 
finance, the value of the firm in the model is simply the sum of  equity and 
debt outstanding; (3) if retained profits are used, the equity value receives a 
higher weight than debt, provided that the capital gains tax rate is lower than 
the dividend tax rate; and (4) when incremental investment is financed entirely 
by debt, the investment-Q relation cannot be derived. A corollary of all these 
is that if dividends and capital gains are taxed equally heavily or if  personal 
taxes do not exist, then the investment-Q relation holds, with the value of the 
firm being the sum of equity and debt. 
10.4  Empirical Results 
The impact of taxes on the incentive to invest can be evaluated by examin- 
ing how  taxes enter the expressions for the tax-adjusted Q and the cost of 
capital. Since the expressions involve the present value of  various forms of 
tax  savings, certain assumptions are necessary  concerning how  future tax 
rates and discount rates are anticipated. In our empirical implementation we 
will assume static expectations for the tax rates (u, v, T)  and the discount rate. 
Thus z’,  A’,  and T can now be written as 
m 
z:  = T,z,,  where z, = 2  (1 +r,)-xD(x, t), 
x=o 
m  m 
(27)  A:  = ?,A,,  where A,  =  (1  +To)-‘  [ED(&  -x)U-xl-x], 
r-0  x= I 
and 
(28)  T, = u, + v, - (u,+v,)v,/(l+r,+v,). 
The z here coincides with Hall and Jorgenson’s (1971) z. The expression for 
the tax-adjusted Q (eq. [19] with eq. [24]) becomes 
1. 
V -  TA + TR-,  -  TS-, 
-  (1-72) 
41  -  8)K-  1 
(1 -  T)P  1 
(29)  Q= 
where the time subscript “0”  is dropped for ease of notation. 
The measurement of the tax-adjusted Q for the Japanese manufacturing sec- 
tor as a whole requires data on: V (market value of equity plus debt minus land 
and inventories), u (corporate tax rate),  v  (enterprise tax rate),  r (discount 
rate), A (present value of depreciation allowances on past investment), R  (tax- 
free  reserves),  S (enterprise tax),  a  (investment goods  price),  K (capital 
stock), a1  (nominal investment), z (present value of depreciation allowances 
on new investment), and p  (output price). The two principal data sources are 
the Ministry of Finance (for various fiscal years) and the Tax Bureau (various 
fiscal years). The Ministry of Finance keeps statistics compiled from financial 305  Taxes and Corporate Investment 
statements aggregated over all corporations by  industry. The aggregation is 
done by blowing up the sample aggregates by the sampling ratio. These data 
will be referred to as the financial statements data. The Tax  Bureau keeps 
records of taxes paid by corporations and of tax-free reserves allowed by the 
Tax  Bureau. These data will be referred to as the tax data. Since the time 
interval for these two primary sets of data is the fiscal year (beginning 1 April 
and ending 30 March), all calculations that follow are for fiscal years. 
The data on C: A, z, ul, and K are taken from a study by Homma, Hayashi, 
Atoda, and Hata (1984), in which the tax-adjusted Q for various Japanese 
industries was calculated. The study did not, however, take into account tax- 
free reserves and the tax deductibility of  the enterprise tax.6 The data used 
covered the period  1955-81,  and this determined our own sample period. A 
brief summary of how the data on C: A, z, d,  and K  were constructed in their 
study follows. 
The data on nominal investment are taken from the Economic Planning 
Agency’s “Gross Capital Stock of  Private Firms” (various years). Although 
the data include the noncorporate sector, the numbers are very close to the 
nominal investment series calculated from the financial statements data except 
that the latter show erratic movements for the first few years of  the sample 
period. The data on the capital stock was taken from the 1970 National Wealth 
Survey (Economic Planning Agency  1974). Since this survey is only con- 
ducted every five years, the “Gross Capital Stock” data are used for interpo- 
lation. Using the nominal investment series from the financial statements data 
and the investment goods price index (see below), we  generated a capital 
stock series by a perpetual inventory method with the rate of depreciation of 
8.99%.’  It turned out that this capital stock series is very close to the EPA 
capital stock series. 
The market value of equity is calculated under the assumption that the ratio 
of the market value to the book value for all corporations in manufacturing is 
the same as that for all corporations in manufacturing traded on the Tokyo 
Stock Exchange. In calculating the market value of equity, the average of daily 
stock prices over the fiscal year is used. The market value of long-term debt is 
obtained by dividing the interest payments by a long-term interest rate. The 
market value of short-term debt is assumed to be the same as the book value. 
The value of the firm is the sum of the market value of equity and debt. How- 
ever, the stock market valuation of a firm includes the value of land and inven- 
tories, which must be subtracted from the value of equity plus debt to arrive 
at the financial valuation of the capital stock. A perpetual inventory method is 
used to calculate the value of land. The price index for land is the “Residential 
Land Price Index” constructed by the Japan Research Institute of Real Estate 
(Nihon Fudosun Kenkyu-Jo) (various years). The change in the book value of 
land is assumed to be equal to the change in the market value of  land. The 
market value of  land in the base year (1955) is assumed to be  equal to the 
assessment used by the Ministry of  Local Administration for the purpose of 306  Fumio Hayashi 
levying property taxes. The value of inventories is assumed to be equal to the 
book value because the majority of  corporations employ the average method 
for inventory valuation. 
To calculate A and z, the data on the depreciation formula D(x,t)  are neces- 
sary. The asset life for tax purposes is assumed to be 34 years for buildings, 
28 years for structures, and 10 years for equipment in 1970. These figures are 
taken from the National Wealth Survey. The calculation incorporates the ma- 
jor reductions, in asset lifetimes, reductions made for tax purposes, that oc- 
curred in  195  1, 1961, 1964, and 1969. The special depreciation permitted by 
the Special Taxation Measures Law is incorporated into the depreciation for- 
mula as follows. The fraction of special depreciation in fiscal year t, SP(t),  is 
defined as the ratio of  the amount of  special depreciation in  the Financial 
Statements data to nominal investment. If  d(x,  t) is the depreciation formula 
implied by  a given asset lifetime for a given depreciation method, the depre- 
ciation formula D(x,t) adjusted for special depreciation is: 
D(x,t) = [l  -SP(t)]d(x,t) + SP(t)  for t = 0, 
and 
D(x,t) = [l  -SP(t)]d(x,t)  for t > 0. 
The implicit assumption here is that the ratio of special depreciation, SE is the 
same for all asset types.  The yield on the Japan Telegraph and Telephone 
Company’s bond is used as the discount rate. Other information necessary for 
calculating A and z is: (1) the share of respective depreciation methods and (2) 
the breakdown of  nominal investment into the three asset types (buildings, 
structures, and equipment). The data on the share of  respective depreciation 
methods are taken from the financial statements of corporations traded on the 
Tokyo Stock Exchange.  Since virtually all corporations employ either the 
straight-line method  (about 20%) or the  declining-balance method  (SO%), 
only the two depreciation methods are considered. This share is assumed to 
be the same for all asset types. The data on the breakdown of nominal invest- 
ment are not available on a yearly basis. The breakdown for 1975 (calendar 
year) is obtained from the capital formation matrix in the 1975 Input-Output 
Table (General Management Agency  1979). The breakdown for all years is 
assumed to be the same as that in 1975. 
Our construction of  the  investment goods price index, a, is as follows. 
From the capital formation matrix in the 1975 Input-Output Table, we  can 
obtain the breakdown of nominal investment by  industry source. We  use this 
breakdown as a weight to calculate the price index as a weighted average of 
the relevant components of  the wholesale price index. We  use the overall 
wholesale price index for the output price index, p. 
Our estimates of  u, v,  S,  and R come from the tax data. The corporate tax 
rate u is the ratio of national and local corporate taxes to taxable income. The 307  Taxes and Corporate Investment 
enterprise tax rate v is the ratio of enterprise tax to taxable income. Informa- 
tion on S is obtained directly from the tax data.8 The measurement of R (tax- 
free reserves) is more problematic. As of  1981 there are 28 tax-free reserves 
listed in  the Corporate Tax  Law  and  the Special Taxation  Measures Law. 
Since, in some cases, corporations accumulate reserves beyond the maximum 
amount specified by the tax law without any further tax benefits, the figures 
given for reserves in the financial statements data are not useful. Furthermore, 
the financial statements data do not report tax-free reserves separately; some 
of the figures for tax-free reserves are merged with special depreciation and 
other reserves that are not tax-free. However the tax data contain figures for 
six major tax-free reserves beginning in  1963. These are (1) the reserve for 
bad debts, (2) the bonus reserve, (3) the reserve for retirement allowances, (4) 
the reserve for price fluctuations, (5) the overseas market development reserve 
for small- and medium-sized enterprises, and (6) the reserve for overseas in- 
vestment losses. The amount credited to these reserves (except to the last two, 
which are minor relative to the rest) must be added back in full in the follow- 
ing accounting year, as assumed in our theoretical model. For lack of alterna- 
tive data sources, we use the total of these six tax-free reserves for R. 
The data thus obtained that are necessary to calculate tax-adjusted Q are 
assembled in table 10.1. The data for 1955 (fiscal year) are not available be- 
cause the calculation of  Q requires data for the preceding year. Table  10.2 
contains the tax-adjusted Q. Since no data are available for R  (tax-free re- 
serves) before 1962, our calculation assumes that the ratio of  R to aK  (the 
reproduction cost of capital) prior to 1963 is the same as the ratio for 1963. 
As we can see by  comparing the Q series in table 10.2 with the data on the 
market value of equity in table 10.1, stock prices are the main source of vari- 
ation in Q. 
A basic assumption underlining the formula (29) is that R, the amount de- 
ductible from corporate income, is proportional to the capital stock (see eq. 
[23]).9 In order to ascertain the validity of this assumption, we examined the 
financial  statements  of  individual  manufacturing  firms  that  are  publicly 
traded. We  obtained the relevant data from the NEEDS Company Data com- 
piled by  the Nihon Keizai Shimbun (Japan Economics Daily). From data on 
accounting depreciation and the book value of depreciable assets, the market 
value of  the reproduction cost of  capital, aK, is constructed by  a perpetual 
inventory method for about 620 firms for the fiscal years 1965-81. Although 
this data set consists mainly of individual financial statements, there is an item 
that reports the maximum amount to be credited to the reserve for retirement 
allowances from 1976 on. This amount is regressed on the capital stock for 
each year, Table  10.3 reports the regression results. Although the intercept 
term is significant, the capital stock coefficient is very close to that obtained 
in the regression without the intercept. This finding supports our proportion- 
ality assumption about reserves. 
The investment-capital ratio and tax-adjusted Q are plotted against time in Table 10.1  Components of the Tax-Adjusted Q 



















































































































































































































































































































































Note: Equity = market value of equity; Debt = market value of debt; Value  = denominator in (24)  of text; Capital = nominal reproduction cost of capital;  Investment 
= nominal investment; Reserve = tax-free reserves (all figures given are in billions of yen). p,wEs  = price index of investment goods (normalized to one for the  1975 
calendar year); poorpm = price index of outputs; u = national and local corporate tax rate; v  = enterprise tax rate; 7 = “effective” tax rate defined by (28);  z = present 
value of depreciation allowances defined by (26). 309  Taxes and Corporate Investment 
Table 10.2  Investment and Tax-Adjusted Q 





















































-  1.129 
-  .980 
-  ,598 




-  .184 
-  ,501 
-  .590 
-  .228 





-  ,204 
-  ,600 
-1.128 
-  .176 
.068 
-  .lo1 
.084 
-.188 
-  ,483 
,108 
Table 10.3  Regression of the Retirement Reserve on the Capital Stock 
Without 
With Intercept  Intercept 
Fiscal  Sample  Capital  Capital  Capital 
Year  Size  Stock  Constant  Stock  R2  Stock 
Mean of 
1976  626  20,826  759 
(5.5) 
1977  626  2 1,892  1,062 
(5.9) 
1978  620  22,362  1,146 
(5.9) 
1979  618  23,688  1,165 
(6.0) 
1980  616  25,096  1,181 
(5.9) 














.69  ,064 
(39.6) 
.59  ,057 
(31.2) 
.60  .061 
(31.5) 
.62  .061 
(32.9) 
.64  ,065 
(34.6) 
.67  ,070 
(37.0) 
Note: The dependent variable is the maximum  allowable limit on the amount deductible from 
corporate income as credits to the Reserve for Retirement Allowances. Numbers in parentheses 
are the r-values. 310  Fumio Hayashi 
Fig. 10.1  Plot of ZIK  against Q: 1956-81 
5 
figure 10.1. The two major peaks in  investment that occurred in  1960 and 
1970, and the sharp trough in  1965, correspond almost exactly to the path of 
the Q series. This results in a strong positive correlation, until 1974, between 
IIK and Q. It is thus tempting to fit a regression of  IIK on Q to estimate the Q- 
based investment equation as in expression (25) (with w*/p  dropped under the 
separability assumption  F[K,L,I] =  G[K,L] - C[I,K]).  This  gives,  for 
sample period 1956-74, 
IIK  = 0.31  + 0.071 Q,  SER  = 0.040, RZ  = 0.65, D-W  = 1.27, 
(0.009) (0.013) 
where the numbers in  parentheses are standard errors,  SER  is the standard 
error of the regression, and D-W is the Durbin-Watson statistic. The Q coeffi- 
cient of 0.071 is, however, biased because Q is an  endogenous variable. A 
larger value of the error term in the investment-Q equation raises investment 
and hence aggregate demand. It is conceivable that stock prices move up re- 
flecting a boom brought about by the increase in aggregate demand. If this is 
the case, the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimate of  the Q coefficient is 
biased upward. The same reasoning implies that the correlation between IIK 
and Q is also consistent with many other theories of  investment as long as 
there  is  a  general equilibrium link  between  aggregate demand  and  stock 
prices. To correct for the simultaneity bias, we use the tax variables u, v, and 
z in table 10.1 as instruments. The two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimate of 
the same equation, still for sample period 1956-74,  is slightly different: 311  Taxes and Corporate Investment 
IIK  = 0.31 + 0.062 Q,  SER = 0.41. 
(0.010)  (0.025) 
This positive association between IIK and Q that remains after the simultane- 
ity bias is removed is certainly consistent with the Q theory. 
However, the positive association ceases to hold after 1974. In fact, when 
the sample period includes the years following 1974, the 2SLS estimate of the 
Q coefficient is no longer significant at the 5% level. In other words, by his- 
torical standards, Q has been too high. Three explanations come to mind for 
the puzzling behavior of Q after  1974. First, another variable may exist that 
we failed to take into account in our method. Second, the denominator of Q 
may have been mismeasured, or third, the numerator may have been mismea- 
sured. The first explanation notes that the relationship between IIK and Q as 
given in expression (25) involves real factor prices w*lp, whose components 
include  energy  prices.  Energy  inputs  are  needed  to  install  new  machines 
within the firm. As energy prices increase, installation activity is depressed, 
and the IIK-Q  relation shifts downward. 
The second explanation  relies on the heterogeneity  of capital.  If  there is 
limited ex post substitutability between energy and capital, the financial mar- 
kets will heavily discount energy inefficient machines when energy prices in- 
crease, while our calculation of the capital stock gave the same weight to both 
energy efficient and energy inefficient machines of the same age. However, if 
this explanation is correct, Q should have been undervalued  in recent years, 
which has not been the case. The third explanation is that stock prices, which 
are the main source of the variability in the numerator, contain a bubble that 
somehow  started  around  1974 and  is responsible  for the  overvaluation  of 
stocks in subsequent years. Although it appears plausible, this third explana- 
tion  begs  the  question  of  why  managers  have  not  taken  advantage  of  the 
bubble and issued large amounts of  new shares to finance investment and pay 
off debts. 
10.5  Conclusion: Taxes and Corporate Investment 
Finding a significant relationship between two ratios at the aggregate level 
has  been  notoriously  difficult.  The  positive  relationship  between  the 
investment-capital ratio and Q documented in this paper should therefore be 
taken seriously. According  to the Q theory, this relationship is structural in 
that it is determined by the shape of the adjustment cost function,  which is 
invariant  to policy  parameters  or expectations  about future economic  vari- 
ables. Thus we can use this structural investment-Q relationship to evaluate 
the role of corporate taxes for investment. In order to do this we have to distin- 
guish between the direct and indirect effects of taxes on Q. The direct effect is 
precisely modeled here: equation (29) indicates exactly how Q should be ad- 312  Fumio Hayashi 
justed for taxes. From table 10.1 we can see that this direct effect accounts for 
a very small fraction of variations in Q that are dominated by changes in stock 
prices. The indirect effect operates through the value of the firm, which is not 
modeled here. However, again from table 10.1, we can immediately see that 
the tax parameters (u, v, T,  z) have very little to do with changes in the value 
of the firm. It must be some other factor, such as future profitability, that has 
been a major determinant of the value of the firm. We  conclude that the role 
played by taxes has been minor for investment in postwar Japan. 
We  also note from figure 10.1 that the relationship between investment and 
Q was disrupted precisely when oil prices increased sharply. As argued in 
section 10.4, this phenomenon is consistent with the Q theory because the 
adjustment cost could depend on factor prices. However, breakdown of histor- 
ical relationships during the two oil shocks may not be limited to just invest- 
ment. Documenting and explaining the impact of the oil shocks on other key 
macroeconomic relationships are left for future research. 
Appendix A 
Derivation of  the Valuation Formula (4) 
where 
ifs = t 
(I  (1+rs)-I . . . (l+rrpI)-l  if s < t 
(A2)  C(s, T)  = 
(A31  X, = DEP, + (R, -  RrPl). 
With this notation, (2c) becomes 
044)  s,  = v,m, - x,,  -  V,S,-,, 
which can be solved for S,- I  as 
where 313  Taxes and Corporate Investment 
if i >j. 
(L  (- vi)( -  vi+J  . . . (- vj)  if i 5  j. 
(A71  WiJ = 
The second summation can be rewritten as 
m  i-I 
= Cc[C(O,  i)(u,  +  vi)vi- lq(i,  i -  2)YJ  (by interchanging i with t) 
i=lr=O 
mm 
= Cc[C(O,  t+n)(~,+~+v,+~)v~+~-~~(t,  t+n-2)YJ  (by setting i  = n -I 
r=On=l 
m  m 
= CC(0, t)[CC(t,  t+n)(u,+.+v,..)v,q(r+  1, t+n- l)lYr 
r=o  "=  1 




y,  = CC(t,  t+n)(ur+"+vr+n)~(t+  1, t+n-  1). 
n=l  (A91 
(The "since" clause bracketed above refers only to the line preceding it.) 
Using this y,, the third summation in (A8) can be rewritten as 
m 
CC(0,  t)[(ur+V,)V,-I~(0,t-2)1S-, 
= CC(0, t"ur+vJvoW,  r-  l>lS-, 
r=  I 
m 
r=  I 
[since v,-  lq(O, t -  2)  = yo*(  1, t -  1)] 
= y0vos-,. 314  Fumio Hayashi 
Thus (A8) becomes 
m  m 
= CC(0, ~)T,DEP,  + CC(0, t)Tr(Rr--Rr-.,), 
r=O  r=o 
where 
('41  1)  7, = u, + v, -  yrvr. 
Now, it is shown in Hayashi (1982) that the second summation in (AlO), 




CC(0, t)(l -Z:>a,lr  + A;, 
r=O 
where z'  and A' are defined in the text (see eqq. [7] and [S]). Furthermore, it 
is easy to show that the last summation in (A10) becomes 
(A13) 
Substituting (A12) and (A13) in to (AlO), we obtain the formula (4) in the 
text. 
m  m 
CC(0,  t)T,(R,--R,-,)  = Cc(0,  t)[Tr-Tr+l/(l  +rr)lR, -7oR-1. 
r=o  ,=O 
Appendix B 
Glossary of  Symbols 
A  = Present value of accounting depreciation on assets already in ex- 
istence (see [27]); 
A'  =  Present value of tax saving arising from accounting depreciation 
on assets already in existence (see [9]); 
C(t,s) =  Discounting factor as of  t for income at s (see [  11); 
D(x,t) = Depreciation formula as of t on an asset of age x; 
a  =  Price of investment goods; 
c  =  Cost of capital (see [  171); 
DEP  =  Amount of accounting depreciation (see [3]); 
F  =  Production function; 
I  =  Investment; 315  Taxes and Corporate Investment 
K =  Capital stock; 
L  =  Labor input; 
p  =  Output price; 
Q  =  Tax-adjusted Q (see [19] and [29]); 
RL  =  Employment-related  tax-free reserves; 
RK  =  Other tax-free reserves; 
R  = RL f RK; 
r  =  Nominal interest rate; 
S  =  Enterprise tax; 
T  = Total corporate tax (see [2a]); 
u  =  Tax rate on corporate income excluding the enterprise tax; 
v  =  Enterprise tax rate; 
V  =  Market value of the firm; 
w  =  Wage rate; 
w* =  Wage rate adjusted for the employment-related tax-free reserves 
y  =  Present value of tax changes per yen of the enterprise tax (see 
z  =  Present value of accounting depreciation on one yen of new in- 
vestment (see [26]); 
z’  =  Present value of tax saving arising from accounting depreciation 
on one yen of new investment (see [7]); 
13  =  Rate of physical depreciation; 
II  =  Gross pretax profits; 
A  =  Shadow price of  capital; 




1.  For a good description of  the Japanese corporate tax system, see An Outline of 
Japanese  Taxes (various years), published by  the Printing Bureau under the auspices 
of the Tax Bureau of the Ministry of Finance. 
2.  For a few tax-free reserves, the law permits corporations to spread the amount to 
be  added back to income over several years. The tax-free reserves for which the data 
are available to us are the types described in the text. 
3.  For the reserve for retirement allowances, R is the amount that has been  accu- 
mulated. 
4.  If static expectations about future T  are assumed and if z is the Hall and Jorgenson 
(1971) z, then z’ reduces to TZ. 
5. The fact that (1 -  6)/(  1 +  I) 
6. Kuniaki Hata of the Tax Bureau was in charge of the calculation in this study. 
7.  This number is obtained  as  follows. From the capital formation matrix  in the 
1975 Input-Output Table, we can obtain the breakdown for manufacturing as a whole 
of  capital inputs by  industry source. Take the physical depreciation rates from Hulten 
1 -  6 -  r has been used. 316  Fumio Hayashi 
and Wykoff (1981) and take a weighted average with the weights thus obtained. This 
yields an estimate of 6 of 8.99%. 
8. Only the total of the corporate enterprise tax collected from all industries is re- 
ported. The enterprise tax paid by corporations in manufacturing is obtained by multi- 
plying this total by the manufacturing sector’s share of the national corporate tax. 
9. Under constant returns to scale, the wage bill is proportional to the capital stock, 
given factor prices. Thus the proportionality assumption (23) for RL implies that RL is 
proportional to the capital stock. 
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